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Planman Technologies join hands with Strictly Spanish
Planman Technologies, leaders in educational publishing solutions have teamed up with Strictly Spanish, leader in K12 Spanish editorial development and
translations. This partnership aims to offer a broader range of services to educational publishers while providing high quality, cost effective publishing
solutions and services in English and Spanish languages.
“Strictly Spanish array of Spanish Translation services and 20+ years of experience in this field makes them aptly suited to be partnered with. Their expert
Spanish language translations and/ or adaptations would help our customers by expanding their products’ reach into the Spanish market. Strictly Spanish is a
company that brings to the table an extremely rich experience of working with top- of- the- line educational publishers for a long time. Their expertise in
handling time constraints and adding value to their client’s organization will be immensely valuable in this association,” says Orville Dykes, Director of
Publishing Services, Planman Technologies. says Orville Dykes, Director of Publishing Services, Planman Technologies.
“Planman Technologies vast market experience, impressive range of capabilities, attention to detail and quality have placed them at the forefront of the
production and page composition segment and make them a perfect company for Strictly Spanish to partner with in order to be able to offer our clients the
benefits of a complete editorial/ production solution. This association works because it brings together two very strong companies staffed with highly
experienced people who share a common goal — passion for quality! For our clients, the workflow will be seamless and will look and feel like they are
dealing with just one company,” says Susana C. Schultz, Senior Managing Director and Vice President of Editorial at Strictly Spanish.
About Planman Technologies: Planman Technologies is a global outsourcing firm with offices in U.S., India, and Singapore. They collaborate with
publishers and provide complete content services to include editorial development, page composition & design, proofreading, photo research & permissions,
illustration development, and digital content creation and conversion services. Their specialties include K-12, Textbooks, Children's Reference, Library,
Graphic Novels, Art & Illustrations, Flash Animation, e- content, Editorial development, Page composition & design, NIMAS conversions, Kindle & ePub,
Newspaper Digitization. Some of their clients include McGraw Hill, HMH, Pearson, Marshall Cavendish, Harper Collins, and many others.
About Strictly Spanish: Strictly Spanish is a business- to- business Spanish translation company located in the greater Cincinnati, Ohio, area. They have
been providing quality services to clients in need of professional English- to- Spanish translations and/ or adaptations for over 20 years. Strictly Spanish
Education, a Division of Strictly Spanish, is a leader in K– 12 Spanish editorial development and translations and it is widely recognized for developing highquality products, as well as for being one of the few U.S. companies with editorial offices in the U.S., Mexico, and South America staffed with nativespeaking bilingual project managers, translators, editors, and writers. Some of their clients include McGraw Hill, HMH, Benchmark Education, Intel- Assess,
TIME for Kids, and many others.
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